
D E S C R I P T I O N

MATERIALS:

• 1 x keyring & hook
• black and white pony beads
• (approx) 1.5 meters of string
• binary code key (next page)
• pencil

Hello Ruby - Adventures 
in Coding

By: Linda Liukas

S U G G E S T E D  B O O K S

Check out these books from the library 
catalogue! Get started at: kawarthalakeslibrary.ca

Practice coding with items from the Library’s Full STEAM Ahead collection. We suggest 
starting with the Code-A-Pillar, Code Hopper or Coding Mouse! www.kawarthalakeslibrary.ca/
fullsteamahead

check out STEAM Kits from the library at www.kawarthalakeslibrary.ca/fullsteamahead 
or visit pinnguaq.com/learn for more STEAM fun! 

SHH! IT’S TOP SECRET
KAWARTHA LAKES LIBRARY MAKER PACKS

It is time for a top-secret coding activity! In this activity, makers will encode different words 
or letters into binary code. Makers will break down the word(s) or letter(s) selected into single 
letters and encode it into Binary code using the Binary Code Key!

Encoding is the process of taking data (such as the English alphabet in uppercase letters) and 
turning it into a specific code for a computer to understand.

Decoding is to take the specific code and break it down to determine what it represents. 

Binary code is a language used by computers to receive, store, and process information through 
the use of numbers. Just like how a bicycle has two wheels, in binary, each digit (called a bit) 
can only be one of two symbols. The numbers 0 and 1 are commonly used to write binary. These 
numbers are placed in a specific sequence, with each sequence representing either a number 
or a letter. In this activity, we are going to use binary code to represent uppercase letters in the 
English alphabet. Each letter will be represented by an 8-bit binary code. In each 8-bit binary 
code, 0’s will be represented by black beads and 1’s will be represented by white beads.

How to Code: a Step-by-Step 
Guide to Computer Coding

By: Max Wainewright

CAUTION: Small beads can be dangerous. Makers should be monitored at all times when using 
beads to prevent harm.



check out STEAM Kits from the library at www.kawarthalakeslibrary.ca/fullsteamahead 
or visit pinnguaq.com/learn for more STEAM fun! 

Binary Code Key

A 0100 0001

B 0100 0010

C 0100 0011

D 0100 0100

E 0100 0101

F 0100 0110

N 0100 1110

O 0100 1111

P 0101 0000

Q 0101 0001

R 0101 0010

S 0101 0011

T 0101 0100

G 0100 0111

H 0100 1000

I 0100 1001

J 0100 1010

K 0100 1011

L 0100 1100

M 0100 1101

U 0101 0101

V 0101 0110

W 0101 0111

X 0101 1000

Y 0101 1001

Z 0101 1010



I N S T R U C T I O N S

Design it. Select letter(s), word(s) or 
sentence(s) that you wish to encode 
into a secret message and write it on 
a piece of paper or the activity sheet. 
Use the Binary Code Key on the ac-
tivity page to break down what each 
letter encodes to in Binary. Write out 
the 8-bit piece of code for each let-
ter to form the letter(s), word(s) or 
sentence(s) to Binary code! The black 
beads will represent 0’s in the binary 
code and the white beads will represent 
1’s in the binary code.

Take the string and fold it in half. Take 
the loop end of the string and place it 
through the center of the keyring so that 
approximately 10 cm is showing on the 
other side. Take the two loose ends of the 
string and thread them through the loop. 
Carefully pull on the two loose ends to 
create a secure tie on the key ring. 
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For a step-by-step guide on how we loop and tie our binary code keychains, check out 
our video available at the Kawartha Lakes Public Library Take Home Packs page: 

→  www.kawarthalakeslibrary.ca/takehomepacks

Build it. Follow along with the video 
available at the Kawartha Lakes 
Library Take Home Packs page 
www.kawarthalakeslibrary.ca/
takehomepacks, for a step-by-step 
guide on how to attach the string to the 
keychain and string the beads on. 

Use the black and white beads to 
recreate your binary code. Layout the 
binary code beads in the correct order 
of the secret message. 
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check out STEAM Kits from the library at www.kawarthalakeslibrary.ca/fullsteamahead 
or visit pinnguaq.com/learn for more STEAM fun! 



I N S T R U C T I O N S

Tie it. Tie a knot at each end of the 
string to secure all beads in place.
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Decode. Give this binary code keychain to 
a family member or friend along with the 
Binary Code Key to see if they can figure 
out what the letter(s), word(s) or secret 
message is!
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check out STEAM Kits from the library at www.kawarthalakeslibrary.ca/fullsteamahead 
or visit pinnguaq.com/learn for more STEAM fun! 

Next, take one bead at a time and 
string it onto one side of the string. 
When the first 8-bit of code has been 
added, take the second piece of string 
and carefully push it through all 8 
beads going in the opposite direction 
of the first piece of string. Repeat this 
step for each 8-bit piece of code.
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A D D I T I O N A L  R E S O U R C E S

Socratica Kids – Binary Numbers for Kids   

       →  https://youtu.be/hvteVokz7jE 

TedEd – How exactly does binary code work? 

       →  https://youtu.be/wgbV6DLVezo 

ASCII Binary Code – Science Buddies 

       →  https://www.sciencebuddies.org/science-
 fair-projects/references/ascii-table 


